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Field Notes: Invaluable Primary Resources

Smithsonian Institution Archives, SIA RU007203, Created by Murdoch, John, 1852-1925, "Record of collections made by the Point Barrow Polar 
Expedition, 1881-1883", SIA2015-001147
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Presentation Notes
Scientific field notes are unique and invaluable sources of scientific discovery. These unpublished records of specimen collections and the expeditions through which they were collected hold historical data that belongs in the hands of modern researchers. Too often, these field notes are hidden collections. They tend to be inaccessible because they aren’t cataloged, at least not with enough detailed, descriptive metadata. They may also be housed across several research institutions, since researchers may have many affiliations over their careers. Thanks to two projects funded by CLIR - the Smithsonian Field Book Project and the BHL Field Notes Project - over 7,000 field notes, containing more than half a million pages, have been cataloged and digitized for open access. The field notes are accessible through the Biodiversity Heritage Library, the world’s largest open access digital library for biodiversity literature and archives. By digitizing these hidden collections, researchers now have access to the wealth of data and observations recorded in these archives.As CLIR prompted us in framing this symposium, “We digitized it. What’s next?” Making the information findable and accessible were key first steps for these hidden collections of field notes. But we could go further. Part of the power of BHL is the taxonomic name recognition tools we use to locate, verify, and record scientific names located within the text of the digitized items. These tools rely on the OCR of each page. For handwritten field notes, OCR software hasn’t been a viable option. Crowd-sourced transcription projects have helped unlock the data in some of the field notes held in BHL, but we still have a long way to go. The data contained in these field notes should be made interoperable and reusable by other scientific and technology projects. Today we’ll hear from former project staff on the emerging pathways to make the data contained in scientific field notes actionable and ready for computational use. �

http://siarchives.si.edu/
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Presentation Notes
We’ll have 10 minutes for each panelist, as well as 10 minutes for Q&A from the audience at the end of the session. Please be formulating your questions throughout and hold them for the Q&A period. Riccardo Ferrante is the Associate Director of Information Systems, Digital Lifecycles and User Experience at the Smithsonian Libraries and Archives. He joined the Institution Archives in 2003 as its first IT Archivist, overseeing the development and growth of its digital collections, digitization operations and information systems. Ricc brings his first career experience in library software development to address the technology challenges and opportunities in cultural heritage. He loves making history accessible.Sonoe Nakasone is currently a Data Specialist for the American Women's History Initiative and the Smithsonian American Art Museum, where she publishes data about artists identified and identifying as women and their artworks to open data platforms.  Sonoe served as Cataloging Coordinator for the 2010 Field Book Project funded by CLIR.  Katie Mika (she/her) is the Data Services Librarian at Harvard Library and holds an appointment with IQSS: the Institute for Quantitative Social Science. She advocates for enriching computational literacy, data stewardship, and open science for students, researchers, and librarians across disciplines. Katie is a member of the Dataverse team at IQSS where she delivers scalable Dataverse repository data curation services, consultations, and trainings to support data sharing, reuse, collections development, and stewardship. 



A good start
Making scientific field notes accessible 

with The Field Book Project
By Riccardo Ferrante, he/him
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Building a road of discovery 

• First things first - where are they? 
• In 2009, the CLIR Cataloging Hidden Collections program funded the Smithsonian’s 

Exposing Biodiversity Fieldbooks and Original Expedition Journals with two objectives

• Catalog an estimated 6,000 fieldbooks and journals whose only online presence, if any, was as 
a line in an online archival finding aid. 

• Build and launch an online catalog of the field books making it accessible to researchers 
worldwide.

• Utilize standards such as MODS and EAC-Cpf to facilitate data sharing with biodiversity and 
natural history organizations, libraries, archives and aggregators.  



Consequences of a good thing

• Along the way
• Item-level cataloging revealed a pressing need for conservation and 

preservation treatment. Working directly with  decades- and century-old field 
journals and notes, project catalogers were trained to make preliminary 
preservation assessments and alert conservators when further handling of a 
field book posed such risk to its condition. 

• “Have you digitized this?” 
followed soon after by “Do you have a transcript of this?”



Pressing forward

• Preservation and Conservation
• The National Park Service’s Save America’s Treasures grant program allowed 

us to stabilize at-risk field books.
• Digitization

• Small internal grants funded internships to continue small project-based 
digitization.

• Transcription
• An inaugural contributor to the Smithsonian’s crowd-sourced transcription 

platform provided a way to respond despite lack of funds



Pressing forward (more)
• Preservation and Conservation
• Digitization
• Rapid-capture digitization and more cataloging 

• A large grant from the Arcadia Foundation enabled the cataloging of over 3,000 additional 
scientific biodiversity-related field books, growing the catalog by 50%, and enabling us to 
implement rapid capture digitization of these materials. 

• Access via more platforms, at a deeper level
• Digitized field books were added to the Field Book Registry, the Biodiversity Heritage Library, and 

the Digital Public Library of America.

• Crowd-sourced transcriptions create a full-text searching option on those platforms, also Google.



Even better together
In 2015, CLIR Launches the Digitizing Hidden Collections program.

Ten BHL partners came together to further expand the scientific field notes collections in the Biodiversity 
Heritage Library. 

Biodiversity Heritage Library Field Notes Project
• Smithsonian Institution
• Missouri Botanical Garden, Peter H. Raven Library; 
• American Museum of Natural History; 
• Yale Peabody Museum; 
• Harvard University, Herbaria Botany Libraries; 
• Harvard Museum of Comparative Zoology, Ernst Mayr Library; 
• University of California, Berkeley Museum of Vertebrate Zoology; 
• New York Botanical Garden, LuEsther T. Mertz Library; 
• The Field Museum; 
• Internet Archive



It’s about access, right?

• The access-based empowerment we expected
• From cataloging

• Taxonomic names, geolocations, subjects, authors
• From digitization

• Viewing the item
• If printed, OCR is possible for full text and specialized indexing

• Increased use and downloads globally



Empowerment surprises

• Transcription impact on handwritten field notes
• Paleography is a dying art, but far from dead yet. Thousands of volunteers 

worked together, producing high quality transcripts when there were no 
funds to be found. (thank you, Internet crowd!)

• Full text searching became possible, including searching across handwritten 
and printed material, i.e., primary and secondary sources together or apart.

• Taxonomy links between historic and current names, both scientific and 
common

• Hidden or misrepresented collectors



Empowerment 
surprises
Transcription revealed 
hidden or misrepresented 
collectors, especially women

• Example: Joseph Nelson 
Rose’s 1851 catalog of 
specimens documented 
over 25 women contributors 

• Meet Mrs. Katherine Ross 
Gaillard. Misattributed in 
several catalogs as “D. D. 
Gaillard,” these entries can 
now be properly attributed. 



Untapped potential

• Linked data



Untapped potential

• Extracting data sets 
from handwritten sources

F.W. True and Daniel W. Prentiss, Jr.
“Maine, 1897.”
Pages 6 and 7 of this field catalog 



Thank you.



Legacy Data to Linked Data
How Linked Data Could Change Field Book Metadata

By Sonoe Nakasone, she/they
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Vision of 2009 Field Book Project

• Repository of metadata about field books

• Detailed item level descriptions of field books

• Save time and money on travel for research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation notes: Imagine you’re a naturalist doing archival research about specimens and you fly to repositories in several states to dig through boxes of field notes only to learn that none of it is relevant to your research.  Such experiences inspired the 2009 Field Book Project, the first CLIR grant Ricc Ferrante referenced.  The project was at its core a metadata project: create a national, open repository for item level field book descriptions to facilitate searching for and finding relevant field notes. 



'Linked Data' = 2006 | Our project = 2009

• Field Book Project used XML schemas: MODS, NCD, and EAC-CPF

• 'Linked data' was around, but new and unfamiliar to many in libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation notes: By the time Field Book Project was underway and we’d selected a series of XML schemas to describe the field books and the persons and corporate bodies represented within, the 2006 Tim Burners Lee design note introducing the term “Linked data” was already a few years old. Libraries were experimenting with Linked data and writing about it, as evidenced by Ross Singer’s 2009 article “Linked Library Data Now,” although applications were much more common outside of libraries. Still, linked data technologies were too experimental for a project that was in itself an experiment – a proof of the value of cataloging field notes. And yet, some of our practices begged a linked data approach.



If we did it LD
Pearl and Hermes Reef --> Honolulu --> Hawai'i --> United States

Location subjects in field book record
Pearl and Hermes Reef
Hawai'i
United States

EVERY TIME, in all 49 items matching "Pearl and Hermes Reef"

Works for queries: 1) Show me all "Pearl and Hermes Reef" field notes; 2) all "Hawai'i" field notes; 
and 3) all "United States" field notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation Notes:  Here’s an example  We weren’t able to take advantage of the relationships contained within the thesauri from where our controlled vocabulary came because we had nowhere to record those relationships nor did we have a system that could take action on those relationships. This lead to doubling down on subject access by including multiple terms within, for example, a geographic name hierarchy. Instead of just “Pearl and Hermes Reef” as a geographic subject we also included “Hawai’i,” which the reef part of, and “United States,” which Hawai’i is part of, so that searches for Hawai’i would also include the reef or searches for US locations would include these more specific locations as well. This was a bit of a pain, not to mention redundant as we did this for each of the 49 field books with "Pearl and Hermes Reef" as a location.



If we did it LD
Pearl and Hermes Reef --> Honolulu --> Hawai'i --> United States

As triples...
"Field book X" "depicts location" "Pearl and Hermes Reef". (EVERY TIME)

"Pearl and Hermes Reef" "is part of" "Hawai’i". (ONCE)
"Hawai’i" "is part of" "United States". (ONCE)

Works for queries: 1) Show me all "Pearl and Hermes Reef" field notes;
2) all "Hawai'i" and its subsidiaries field notes; and 3) all "United States" and its subsidiaries field notes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation notes: Using linked data, these hierarchies could instead be accessed by traversing the graph.Each field book that has Pearl and Hermes Reef as a subject, would receive Field book has location Pearl and Hermes Reef. The statement, Pearl and Hermese Reef is part of Hawai’i, just needs to be created once.  Same for the statement, Hawai’i is part of the US.This enables queries for show me everything from Pearl and Hermes Reef as well as show me everything from Hawai'i and subsidiaries or US and subsidiaries.  There were related challenges with taxon names.  Because of the controlled vocabulary we used, taxa were recorded selectively using mostly common names at the item level. Linked data would have been a great way to link Latin names for taxa or historic and deprecated names, as well as being able to traverse the graph to account for different levels of a taxonomic hierarchy.



Example components of a Linked Data stack

Triplestore
Database of RDF Statements

SPARQL endpoint
Querying service for RDF

Search index
Optional to simplify search

Search / display GUI
Using SPARQL

Metadata GUI
Optional to simplify 

creating new statements

Search and display 
GUI

Optional using search index

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide description: Diagram giving an example of what a linked data stack might look like.  Shows a triplestore as the base of linked data stack, with a SPARQL endpoint on top of the triple store, and a search / display interface on top of the SPARQL endpoint.  The diagram also shows an optional GUI for adding/editing and otherwise managing metadata that sits on top of the SPARQL endpoint.  Also optional, is a search index that would sit on top of the triplestore as an alternate way to facilitate searching with a search GUI on top of the search index.Presentation notes: In 2009, triplestores, rdf, SPARQL, were still new for people in the library, archives, museum world.  Even today, though these technologies are more widely used, it’s still considered a heavy lift to build a complete linked data stack that includes a triple store, a SPARQL endpoint, and an end user interfaces that conducts SPARQL queries yet doesn't require users to know SPARQL.  Optionally, such a system might need an interface to simplify metadata management and possibly might use a search index like SOLR to facilitate end user searches instead of SPARQL. 



Wikibase, Wikidata, or similar

• Ready to use linked data infrastructure

• Tools that lower barrier for sparql queries like Query Builder by Jakob 
Warkotsch (WMDE): https://bit.ly/3V1pLR5

• Connectivity to other data on the web and search engine users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation notes: Products like Wikibase, which offer ready made linked data infrastructure, might be a future direction for open, collaborative field book or field note repositories.  Wikibase in particular, a software package that allows you to create a local instance of a Wikidata-like repository, provides a triple store, SPARQL endpoint, and interfaces for creating and managing metadata.  There is also an active user community building tools for lowering the barrier to query and interact with the data, like Query Builder by Jakob Warkotsch of Wikimedia Deutschland.  Many repositories not using linked data are skipping Wikibase and dumping select data directly into Wikidata, hoping to benefit from crowdsourcing, the existing interconnectivity of data, and it's status as a frequently used data source by search engines such as Google.  

https://bit.ly/3V1pLR5


(Truncated) record for a field book

Title: Pearl and Hermes Reef, September 1966, Lewis

Creator: LEWIS, T. JAMES

Repository location: Smithsonian Institution Archives

Places: PEARL AND HERMES REEF
HAWAII
UNITED STATES

Start date: 1966-09-25

End date: 1966-09-27

Topic: PACIFIC OCEAN BIOLOGICAL SURVEY PROGRAM
Ornithology

Accession Number: SIA RU000245

Collection: National Museum of Natural History, Pacific Ocean Biological Survey Program, 
records, circa 1961-1973, with data from 1923

See an example of 
a different field book in 
Wikidata:

https://bit.ly/
3rsptVV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide description and notes: This slide shows a truncated field book record (see full record: https://siarchives.si.edu/collections/fbr_item_modsi1003).  The data that is underlined represents data that would be treated as a separate entity and would itself have data about it.  A link to a different field book description in Wikidata is provided so you can see how these pieces of data link together to form even more data connections.  There aren't many field books in Wikidata at this time, which might be a good thing!  I'm not sure if Wikidata is the best place for archival materials – probably Wikibase is a better option.  Still, even with the few field books in Wikidata, you can see through this (not so great) query that you can find all United States of America related field books by traversing the graph, even though none of the field books metadata directly references the United States: https://w.wiki/5mzK Presentation notes: Using a linked data approach, the data that is underlined in this record of a field book on the slide would all be considered entities themselves and would have their own sets of triple statements about them.  Depending on what types of data are included for each underlined entity, this can lead to sophisticated querying and linking as more and more triples about each entity are created.  Visit this short link to see an example of these types of data linkages on a different field book from the Smithsonian Institution in Wikidata, added in 2019 by Siobhan Leachman.Linked data in libraries has matured and we have more field notes digitized and transcribed.  This has increased the possibilities for names and biodiversity concepts to be linked and queried. These data can help us learn more not only about specific specimen collected, but also about trends relating to climates and ecosystems by querying data and their linkages.

https://collections.si.edu/search/results.htm?q=%22Pacific+Ocean+Biological+Survey+Program%22
https://collections.si.edu/search/results.htm?q=%22Ornithology%22
https://bit.ly/3rsptVV
https://bit.ly/3rsptVV


Looking ahead toward LD for field books

• Field book metadata is already structured data

• Some data shouldn't be open

• Shared data model to aide interoperability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation notes: Luckily, the metadata about these field note are already structured.  It won't be easy or fast, but many access points, such as names, locations, and topics, use controlled vocabulary, making reconciling these data to uris, one of the requirements of linked data, more straight forward.Data access issues are still a concern – some data should not be open due to cultural or traditional protocols, for the protection of rare and endangered species, or because of other sensitive content.  For vast numbers of field books and amounts of field note data, however, sharing data about field notes openly or sharing SOME types of field note data openly will be possible.  Interoperability may still be a challenge, especially if custodians of field notes decide to move forward with linked data in a decentralized way. If data about field books or data within field books is not modeled similarly or doesn't make use of similar ontologies, it may be difficult to query across different datasets or SPARQL endpoints for the same kinds of data.  BHL, as the largest open access digital library for biodiversity literature and archives, could provide leadership in this area by creating and sharing an RDF data model for field books.



Thank you

Nakasones@si.edu
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Presentation notes: Luckily, the metadata about these field note are already structured.  It won't be easy or fast, but many access points, such as names, locations, and topics, use controlled vocabulary, making reconciling these data to uris, one of the requirements of linked data, more straight forward.Data access issues are still a concern – some data should not be open due to cultural or traditional protocols, for the protection of rare and endangered species, or because of other sensitive content.  For vast numbers of field books and amounts of field note data, however, sharing data about field notes openly or sharing SOME types of field note data openly will be possible.  Interoperability may still be a challenge, especially if custodians of field notes decide to move forward with linked data in a decentralized way. If data about field books or data within field books is not modeled similarly or doesn't make use of similar ontologies, it may be difficult to query across different datasets or SPARQL endpoints for the same kinds of data.  BHL, as the largest open access digital library for biodiversity literature and archives, could provide leadership and a service in this area by creating and sharing an RDF data model for field books.



Extracting Datasets from 
Digital Collections

Katie Mika
Data Services Librarian

Harvard Library & Institute for Quantitative Social Science
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Hello! �As Colleen mentioned, I’m Katie Mika and I work with BHL in my capacity as Data Services Librarian at Harvard. This morning I’m going to talk a little bit about how to publish our digitized collections as computationally friendly, reusable datasets that can be analyzed using a variety of different software packages and research methods. 



Kinds of data

How to extract data & datasets from items

Collections as Data as a distinct service 
model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To do this I want to start by talking a bit about what kinds of data we often have in our collections, I’ll describe a pilot project we pursued to learn more about how to extract and curate some of these datasets, and I'll finish up with a short discussion of how to implement these types of services in libraries and other cultural heritage organizations. �But that’s a lot to cover, so it’ll be pretty high level and broad strokes. 



Kinds of Data



“Data refers to entities used as evidence of phenomena for the purposes of 
research or scholarship.”

“Data are not pure or natural objects with an essence of their own. They exist in a 
context, taking on meaning from that context and the perspective of the beholder.”

Borgman, C. (2015). Big data, little data, no
data: scholarship in the networked world.

Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So data are often described as discrete values of some measurement that convey information. And I think we’re used to thinking “ah, well, almost anything can be data!” and that's true, but for the purposes of research and scholarship, I like to use this much narrower definition from Christine Borgman, because it acknowledges that data are not these wild facts that simply exist waiting to be collected and analyzed. �“Data refers to entities used as evidence of phenomena for the purposes of research or scholarship.”  “Data are not pure or natural objects with an essence of their own. They exist in a context, taking on meaning from that context and the perspective of the beholder.”�I think that this means that in our role as librarians and archivists, it is our responsibility to present and publish or provide access to the data in our collections in such a way that preserves this important context. This is a super familiar concept in archives processing and management where we maintain original order and describe the full context of a collection to our users. But, it has been difficult and complicated to achieve this when digitizing our collections, especially when the format for providing access to datasets within our digitized collections doesn’t align perfectly with the formats researchers use to process and analyze that data. 



“Details - Addisonia : Colored Illustrations and Popular Descriptions of Plants - Biodiversity Heritage Library.” Accessed October 5, 2022. https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/5044.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Libraries and GLAM institutions have a lot of data with good recorded context and enduring research value. But the way to curate these datasets that communicates this vital context, is going to be different depending on what kind of data we want to release. Something like this (text data) is going to have a different research purpose, work with different research methods, and therefore require different curation than image data. BHL does an excellent job of releasing full text for both close reading and distant, computational research methods. A dataset of botanical images could be curated to facilitate computer vision and other machine learning research methods that can identify patterns and features in illustrations like this. � 

https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/5044


“Details - Addisonia : Colored Illustrations and Popular Descriptions of Plants - Biodiversity Heritage Library.” Accessed October 5, 2022. 
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/5044.

Title table of BHL hosted material. Accessed October 5, 2022. https://about.biodiversitylibrary.org/tools-and-services/developer-and-
data-tools/#Data%20Exports. 

Stork, Lise, Andreas Weber, Eulàlia Gassó Miracle, Fons Verbeek, Aske Plaat, Jaap van den Herik, and Katherine 
Wolstencroft. “Semantic Annotation of Natural History Collections.” Journal of Web Semantics 59 (December 2019): 100462.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.websem.2018.06.002.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metadata files or reports or lists of metadata records are also extremely rich research objects, but they are compiled, published, and stewarded differently than datasets of enriched metadata that utilize named entity recognition and semantic annotation to identify, annotate, and structure information like names of people or species, dates, or locations. 

https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/5044
https://about.biodiversitylibrary.org/tools-and-services/developer-and-data-tools/#Data%20Exports
https://about.biodiversitylibrary.org/tools-and-services/developer-and-data-tools/#Data%20Exports
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.websem.2018.06.002


“William H. Dall - Field Notes, 1880 (1 of 2) | Smithsonian Digital Volunteers.” Accessed October 7, 2022. 
https://transcription.si.edu/project/6980/

At-sea, 1963-1966, 1968, part 3 : July - August 1966. Pacific Ocean Biological Survey Program - 1966. 
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/148243

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, the text transcription of a table in a field book, is a different research object, a different dataset, than a csv file that retains the structure, context, and relationships between data points and digital item metadata. These data can be ingested into software systems to run statistical analyses, visualize observation frequencies, and combined with GIS data and software to map locations over time. 

https://transcription.si.edu/project/6980/
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/148243


Show me all "Pearl and Hermes 
Reef" field notes; all "Hawai'i" and 
its subsidiaries field notes; and all 
"United States" and its subsidiaries 
field notes

Show me all “Puffinus pacificus” 
field notes; where ”date” is “July”

Thomer, Andrea, Gaurav Vaidya, Robert Guralnick, David Bloom, and Laura Russell. “From Documents to Datasets: A MediaWiki-
Based Method of Annotating and Extracting Species Observations in Century-Old Field Notebooks.” ZooKeys 209 (July 20, 2012): 
235–53. https://doi.org/10.3897/zookeys.209.3247.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To compare these last two examples, in semantic annotation the idea is to structure each data point with the relevant context to facilitate the use of structured queries, reasoning, and aggregation over an entire collection or corpus of data - meaning that we could include data points from the content of a collection in a query like the one Sonoe demonstrated with metadata from a digital item. 

https://doi.org/10.3897/zookeys.209.3247
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Presentation Notes
And then in the extraction of tables and datasets the author’s content and the relationships between records and variables are preserved exactly as originally created (and observed). Transcription and validation, however, are vital for building both types of datasets.�



How to extract data and datasets from items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we do this? How do we extract these data? While I think semantic annotation is very cool and important, I’m not going to focus on it for the next few minutes. There are already some excellent papers outlining some processing pipelines to achieve this, and they are absolutely worth considering. Links to these are in several of the citations in these slides, which I believe will be or already have been shared? �But I’m going to talk a little more right now about the other type of data - how to extract basically spreadsheets from tables in field books and why that’s possible and important.�



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, so here’s an image of a table in a field book from BHL. The columns and rows are pretty obvious to a human and the handwriting is quite neat. The big question we wanted to ask was, “is OCR or other automated transcription software good enough yet to turn handwriting into text, and if so, can we transform that output into a machine readable table.”�So I asked around and my colleague Matt Cook, who is our Digital Scholarship librarian and who I think of also as our resident OCR expert, seemed optimistic and we tested a small pilot collection of images. �
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Presentation Notes
And the results I think were pretty encouraging! To generate this image we used software from CalTech’s library called “Handprint” which creates this excellent display with the output text overlaid on top of the book page.  Handprint: https://github.com/caltechlibrary/handprint 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we had the idea to try and use the bounding box metadata from the OCR engine to plot the text strings in a dataframe, or table, by its location in the image. 



Page 4 Page 7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And so then to check if this was even possible, I plotted the bounding boxes to see if they looked sortable or if there was a high degree of overlapping or other messiness. But again, it looked pretty good. 



https://github.com/kmika11/bhl_unlocking_datatables/blob/main/creating_tables_using_bounding_boxes.ipynb

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I used the python pandas library in a Jupyter notebook to sort the output strings into a dataframe. I’m not going to go through the code here, but if you’re interested the link to the github repository is in this slide.

https://github.com/kmika11/bhl_unlocking_datatables/blob/main/creating_tables_using_bounding_boxes.ipynb


https://github.com/kmika11/bhl_unlocking_datatables/blob/main/sea19631966196800natib_0004.csv

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is what we ended up with. Overall, I think it’s pretty good. Certainly there’s optimizing to be done in the code that could potentially improve the output, but I think not bad for a first try. 

https://github.com/kmika11/bhl_unlocking_datatables/blob/main/sea19631966196800natib_0004.csv


What we learned

• Can work for optimal items
• Contribute datasets to Open Data landscape
• Validation is iterative
• “Low hanging fruit”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what did we learn from this pilot? And why try automating this when, as Ricc described, we already have really good models for crowdsourced transcription? �Really, it’s scale. �Given that we know that these materials have a very high value as computationally friendly datasets, we can easily imagine a goal of releasing as many of these as possible. But we’re librarians, so we want to do it well and do it thoughtfully. If we can identify items or series in our collections that have some of these features that this table did, like clear handwriting and a well laid out format with obvious rows and columns, why not automate it and use some data science to extract the spreadsheets and publish them? �But if we go back to that spreadsheet, we can see that it’s not perfect.�But if we publish them anyway (because we have made them more machine readable!) the research community has a starting point that’s significantly closer to their goals than when the data was locked in an image format. These datasets, when shared in a data repository with open licenses, enter the world of Open Data, where researchers can use and reuse and transform and clean and enrich and incorporate these into other datasets. �



Collections as Data as a distinct 
service model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, so to quickly wrap up, I want to briefly talk about implementing a pipeline like this or incorporating this work into our existing service models?



Granularity
Curation
Publication

Van Deusen, Hobart M., American Museum of Natural History, and Archbold Expedition to New Guinea (1953). 4th Archbold Expedition to New Guinea, 1953 Papua -- Cape Vogel, Maneau
Range (Mt. Dayman), Goodenough Island, 1953. https://doi.org/10.5962/bhl.title.133896.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, I think it’s important to acknowledge that this process is a new kind of service.  BHL and many other digital libraries are focused on providing a very granular access to collections on an item by item, page by page level. And I think this might be why we think of the semantic annotation model that I talked about briefly earlier as the real gold standard for exposing data within the content of our collections. Semantic annotation is more flexible, more interoperable, and probably more powerful overall. But for it to be effective, it requires perfect data points and highly curated metadata. It’s very time consuming, and the process requires a lot of human input. But extracting, curating, and publishing datasets that preserve authors’ intent, meaning, and essential context is important and worth doing. And I think we have an opportunity now that OCR and HTR engines have reached a point that we can somewhat reliably extract text from handwritten documents.�

https://doi.org/10.5962/bhl.title.133896
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But while extracting the text and formatting the data is definitely part of the battle, I am a functional librarian, not a content or discipline expert. So we need to remember to work collaboratively with collections and research librarians to identify items with high research value to work with. We need systems & IT colleagues to learn about the OCR services and process images of items. We need data curators to organize and describe the datasets in a way that will make them discoverable and reusable. And we need metadata experts to connect these datasets to the library records and items they are related to. 



Thanks!
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